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Intelligence Briefing on the Mid and Late War United States Airborne Forces (1942-45) The elite paratroopers of the 82nd All American and 101st Screaming Eagles Airborne Divisions have a mystique all of their own. They are some of the best infantry the United States has ever produced. The other airborne divisions are not so famous, but just as tough.



US Airborne Company Choices



Motivation and Experience



You can base your US Airborne force on: • a Parachute Rifle Company (Infantry Company), or • a Glider Rifle Company (Infantry Company).



Parachute troops are all volunteers and rated as Fearless Veteran. Glider troops are rated as Confident Veteran.



Special Rules US Vehicles .50 cal Heavy Machine-gun Lots of transport vehicles carry a .50 calibre anti-aircraft heavy machine-gun (AA HMG). Normally they’re left on the vehicle, but when the company needs more firepower, they can be taken off the vehicles, and fired from a tripod mount. You may not dismount the machine-gun unless you have .50 cal HMG teams modelled to replace the rifle team. Any infantry team carried as passengers in a transport vehicle may dismount the AA HMG when they dismount, becoming a .50 cal team instead. The team must remount the vehicle to replace the AA HMG on the vehicle and return to their original type of team. A .50 cal HMG team moves and fights as a gun team, not an infantry team.



US Weapons Light Machine-gun The M1919 Browning .30 calibre light machine-gun is a heavy machine gun pretending to be a light machine gun. The weapon is belt-fed and mounted on a tripod like a heavy machine-gun, but still lighter and more portable than most heavy machine-guns. An LMG team fights as an HMG team with an ROF of 3. Like an HMG team, an LMG team fires with ROF 2 when pinned down. Unlike an HMG team, an LMG team can fire if it moves.



M19 Light Mortar teams fire as normal Light Mortar teams, but with Firepower 4+.



Marching Fire The US Army is equipped with the M1 Garand selfloading rifle and the Browning automatic rifle (B.A.R.). These weapons allow US infantry to advance and still maintain a high rate of fire. When using this ‘marching fire’, the infantry walk forward pumping slugs into the enemy positions. This isn’t very accurate, but fire enough rounds and you are going to hit something sooner or later. A moving Rifle/MG team can: • fire at ROF 2 when it moves, but • adds a penalty of +1 to the score needed to hit. A Rifle/MG team can choose not to use marching fire if that would give it a better chance.



Poor HE The British 6 pdr anti-tank gun used by the airborne divisions has poor high-explosive (HE) rounds limiting their performance against infantry, guns, and unarmoured vehicles. Reduce the Firepower rating of 6 pdr anti-tank guns to 5+ against unarmoured targets.



Air Support



The M2 60mm mortar packs a good punch for its small size, and will often be called upon to get the company out of tight spots. Sometimes the mortar crews will get quite close to the enemy and direct pinpoint fire on individual enemy positions. Other times they will stand back and fire bombardments like medium mortars. US Light Mortar teams can choose to fire as normal Light Mortar teams, but with ROF 2 and Firepower 4+, or as Close-support Artillery.



The US Army Air Force (USAAF) rules the skies. Enemy aircraft are a rare sight indeed. Before big attacks the 8th Air Force unloads thousands of tons of bombs on the Krauts, and then the Jugs and Lightnings of the 9th Air Force strafe and bomb them as the attack begins. With the inevitable accidents, some of the guys have taken to calling them the ‘American Luftwaffe’, but mostly, they do a fine job. You may request Limited air support at a cost of 100 points. Limited air support will provide supporting ground attack aircraft and fighters on a roll of a 5+. You may request Priority air support at a cost of 200 points. Priority air support will provide supporting ground attack aircraft and fighters on a roll of a 4+.



M19 Light Mortar



Aircraft



Light Mortar



The M19 60 mm light mortar is a cut-down light-weight version of the M2. It dispenses with the bipod and sights allowing it to be carried and fired by one man. As a result it functions like a normal light mortar, although it fires a heavier shell.
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Weapons



Range



ROF



Antitank



Firepower



P47 Thunderbolt Bombs



4”/10 cm



-



4



1+



P38 Lightning



4”/10 cm



-



4



1+



Bombs
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Parachute Rifle Company (Infantry Company) The Parachute Infantry Regiments were the elite of the elite airborne divisions. Lightly equipped, they were not really capable of offensive operations or sustained defensive operations, but for short, sharp operations they could take and hold any objective.



What Is In A Parachute Rifle Company? A force based around a Parachute Rifle Company must contain: • a Company HQ, and • at least two Parachute Rifle Platoons. Weapons Platoons available to a Parachute Rifle Company are: • a Pathfinder Platoon, • a Machine-gun Platoon, and • a Mortar Platoon. Support Platoons for a Parachute Rifle Company can be: • Pack Howitzer Batteries from Divisional Troops, • Tank Platoons (from a Tank Company), • Light Tank Platoons (from a Tank Company), • Artillery, Tank Destroyer, Towed Tank Destroyer, or Anti-aircraft from Divisional Troops from the Intelligence Briefing on the United States Army, or • Infantry Tank Platoons (from the Intelligence Briefing on the British Army). You may have up to one Support Platoon attached to your company for each Parachute Rifle Platoon you are fielding.



Motivation And Experience A Parachute Rifle Platoon is Fearless Veteran.



Headquarters Platoon 1 Company HQ



At full strength: Add Bazooka team



Combat Platoons 2 to 3 Parachute Rifle Platoons



At full strength:



385 points



With 2 Rifle Squads:



300 points



With 1 Rifle Squad:



215 points



The parachute rifle platoon had two different organisations during its period of existence. The first organisation lasted from 1942 until 1944, while the other was officially adopted for the crossing of the Rhine in 1945, but was probably used in Normandy. The major difference was the addition of a third rifle squad to the platoon. Although in theory the use of M1919A4 light machine-guns continued, the later organisation discarded them for Browning Automatic Rifles. Squads are reported with as many as six BAR’s! Special Rules: Due to space limitations in the C47 Dakota troop transport; parachute rifle platoons drop in two sticks. Platoons usually dropped with two officers to minimise command difficulties caused by the split into detachments.



55 points +25 points



The parachute rifle company is simply three rifle platoons and a small headquarters which expanded considerably with the later organisation.
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0 to 1 Mortar Platoon



Weapons Platoons 0 to 1 Pathfinder Platoon



At full strength:



At full strength:



260 points



With 1 squad:



130 points



Each battalion formed its own pathfinder platoon. The pathfinder platoon was not only the battalion recon platoon, but also dropped ahead of the rest of the battalion to mark the drop zone with flares and radar beacons. Each pathfinder group has a senior sergeant, two escorts, and three operators for the equipment. Pathfinder Platoons are reconnaissance platoons may use the Reconnaissance rules to avoid enemy fire. Your force may not contain more than one Pathfinder Platoon, even if it has more than one Parachute Rifle Company.



With 1 section: Add Bazooka teams



110 points



Add Bazooka teams



+25 points each



The only organic artillery available to the parachute infantry battalions is a platoon of four mortars. One of the biggest problems the battalion faces in a prolonged engagement is lack of ammunition since only a limited amount can be carried in the handcarts. The mortars are towed by their crews in hand carts, so they can move at up to 6”/15 cm on Road and Crosscountry Terrain. The crews are well practiced at taking their mortars through the most difficult terrain imaginable. Difficult Going does not hinder them, although they require a Skill test to move through Very Difficult Terrain. Special Rules: Parachute mortar platoons drop in two sticks. Your force may not contain more than one Mortar Platoon, even if it has more than one Parachute Rifle Company.



0 to 1 Machine-gun Platoon



At full strength:



220 points



With 1 section:



160 points 80 points +25 points each



Unlike the infantry who have heavy machine-guns in their battalion machine-gun platoons, the parachute infantry are restricted to lighter air-cooled machine-guns by the limitations of airdropping techniques. Each parachute battalion had a single machine-gun platoon. Special Rules: Parachute machine-gun platoons drop in two sticks. Your force may not contain more than one Machine-gun Platoon, even if it has more than one Parachute Rifle Company.
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Glider Rifle Company (Infantry Company) The glider infantry regiments were initially considered just another type of infantry, unlike the elite paratroopers. Although they faced much the same risk as the paratroopers, dropping behind enemy lines in fragile gliders they didn’t get jump pay and weren’t even eligible to wear airborne insignia. The glider troops were considerably better equipped than the light parachute troops and landed behind them to provide reinforcements and longer term muscle.



What Is In A Glider Rifle Company? A force based around a Glider Rifle Company must contain: • a Company HQ, and • at least two Glider Rifle Platoons. Weapons Platoons available to a Glider Rifle Company are: • a Weapons Platoon, • a Recon Platoon, • a Machine-gun Platoon, • a Mortar Platoon, and • two Anti-tank Platoons. Support Platoons for a Glider Rifle Company can be: • Glider Pack Howitzer Batteries from Divisional Troops, • Tank Platoons (from a Tank Company), • Light Tank Platoons (from a Tank Company), or • Artillery, Tank Destroyer, Towed Tank Destroyer, or Anti-aircraft from Divisional Troops from the Intelligence Briefing on the United States Army. You may have up to one Support Platoon attached to your company for each Glider Rifle Platoon you are fielding.



Motivation And Experience A Glider Rifle Company is Confident Veteran.



Headquarters Platoon



Rifle Platoons 2 or 3 Glider Rifle Platoons



At full strength:



295 points



Less 1 Rifle squad:



225 points



The Glider platoon was essentially a standard rifle platoon with the addition of a M19 60mm mortar squad and, in the 1944 incarnation, a LMG in the HQ section to supplement the squad BAR’s.



Weapons Platoons 0 to 1 Weapons Platoon



1 Company HQ



At full strength:



180 points



With only Mortar Section:



105 points



With only LMG Section:



100 points



Add third Light Mortar team:



+30 points



Add Bazooka teams:



+20 points each



Add Jeep:



+15 points



Add Jeep:



+15 points



Initially the gilder weapons platoon was quite small with only two mortars and two machine-guns, although with the mortars and machine-guns in each rifle platoon, this didn’t reduce the company firepower at all. After the reorganisation, a third mortar was added.



At full strength:



45 points



The glider rifle company is considerably more complex than its parachute equivalent with a weapons platoon as well as three rifle platoons and headquarters.
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to break up Kraut attacks and keep them pinned down when the company attacks. The water-jackets stop the barrel overheating and melting after firing hundreds of rounds of ammunition, but this makes them very heavy though, and clumsy to move, so the crews have to be bigger.



0 to 1 Recon Platoon



0 to 1 Mortar Platoon



At full strength:



140 points



With 2 squads:



105 points



With 1 squad: Add Bazooka team and Jeep:



70 points +30 points



The Recon Platoon is the eyes and ears of the infantry. On foot or in jeeps, they quietly seek out the enemy; noting their positions, defences and weaknesses. They ain’t there for a shoot out, they’re too valuable for that. The information they bring back saves too many lives to waste theirs. Historically, the Jeeps of the Recon Platoons only carry a driver and two scouts each. A team of four scouts is split over two Jeeps. In Flames Of War, you can model a scout team’s transport as either one or two Jeeps, but either way they count as a single transport team they must always remain together and count as a single target for shooting. If one is destroyed, they both are destroyed. You may choose to base the two vehicles together to show this. Recon Platoons are reconnaissance platoons may use the Reconnaissance rules to avoid enemy fire. Your force may not contain more than one Recon Platoon, even if it has more than one Glider Rifle Company.



0 to 1 Machine-gun Platoon



At full strength:



160 points



With 1 section:



100 points



Add Bazooka teams:



+20 points each



At full strength:



280 points



With 2 squads:



200 points



With 1 squad:



120 points



Add Bazooka teams:



+20 points each



Every infantry company has its own mortars in the weapons platoon, but they ain’t heavy enough and there ain’t enough of them to really hurt the Krauts bad. That’s where the battalion Mortar Platoon comes in. With six 81 mm mortars, the platoon can inundate a Kraut position with dozens of high explosive shells in a very short time. The Mortar Platoon can split up into three sections, but usually operates as one big unit. That way any officer with a radio can call on the full weight of its fire any time they need it. Your force may not contain more than one Mortar Platoon, even if it has more than one Glider Rifle Company.



An infantry battalion’s Machine-gun Platoons are assigned to whatever company is going to need them most. The water-cooled heavy machine-guns of the Machine-gun Platoon have a sustained fire capability than the light machine-guns the rifle company just don’t have. The heavy machine-guns can fire for long periods © Battlefront Miniatures Limited
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0 to 2 Anti-tank Platoons Historically, it takes two jeeps to tow the gun, and carry the crew and ammunition. In Flames Of War, you can model an anti-tank gun’s transport as either one or two Jeeps, but either way they count as a single transport team they must always remain together and count as a single target for shooting. If one is destroyed, they both are destroyed. You may choose to base the two vehicles together to show this. The airborne Anti-tank Platoons started with M6 37mm anti-tank guns, but from 1944 onwards they fielded heavier airborne-version of the British 6 pdr gun instead.



Divisional Troops Parachute Pack Howitzer Battery



Glider Pack Howitzer Battery



Parachute Pack Howitzer Batteries have a command Rifle team, a Staff team, and two sections of an observer team and three M8 75mm howitzers each. Their crews manhandle the howitzers to move them. A Parachute Pack Howitzer Battery is Fearless Veteran and pays 25 points per M8 75mm howitzer.



Glider Pack Howitzer Batteries have a command Rifle team and a Staff team, each riding in a jeep, and two sections of an observer team and two M8 75mm howitzers each. Two jeeps tow each howitzer and its crew. Each section may also have a Bazooka team. A Glider Pack Howitzer Battery is Confident Veteran and pays 20 points per M8 75mm howitzer.



Weapons and Vehicles Guns and Vehicle Weapons Name Points Range ROF Anti-tank Firepower Notes .50 cal team 16”/40 cm 3 4 6 M1 81mm mortar 40”/100 cm 1 4+ Mortar, Smoke, Hand carts. M6 37mm gun 35 24"/60 cm 3 7 5+ Gun shield. 6 pdr airborne gun 35 24"/60 cm 3 10 4+ Gun shield, Poor HE. M8 75mm howitzer 20/25 16”/40 cm 2 6/2 3+ Artillery, Smoke. AA HMG 16”/40 cm 3 4 6 Anti-aircraft. Artillery: Artillery can fire artillery bombardments at up to three times their normal range. Gun shield: Teams crewing weapons with a gun shield are in Bulletproof Cover when fired at from the front. Hand carts: Hand carts allow mortar teams to move at 6”/15 cm on Roads and Cross Country terrain. Mortar: Mortars can only fire artillery bombardments; as a result, they have no ROF rating. Poor HE: These guns reduce their Firepower against unarmoured targets to 4+ for 3” or 76 mm guns and 5+ for 57 mm guns. Smoke: Weapons with smoke ammunition can fire a smoke screen rather than their normal shooting.



Infantry Name Rifle/MG team



Points -



Range 16”/40 cm



ROF 2



Anti-tank 2



Firepower Weapons And Notes 6 M1 Garand rifles and Browning automatic rifles, Marching fire. LMG team 16"/40 cm 3 2 6 M1919 light machine-gun M19 Light mortar team 16"/40 cm 1 1 4+ 60mm mortar M19. Can fire over friendly troops. Light mortar team 16"/40 cm 2 1 4+ 60mm mortar M2. Can fire over friendly troops. Close-support artillery. HMG team 24”/60cm 4 2 6 M1917 heavy machine-gun Bazooka team 20 8"/20 cm 1 10 5+ M1 Bazooka anti-tank rocket Pathfinder team 4”/10 cm 3 1 6 Thompson submachine-guns. SMG team. Command Rifle team 10 8”/20 cm 1 2 6 M1 carbines, Marching fire. Observer team 10 Staff team 5 Moves and fights as a Gun team. Close-support artillery: Close-support artillery can fire artillery bombardments at up to twice their normal range. LMG: An LMG team fights as an HMG team with an ROF of 3. Unlike an HMG team, an LMG team can fire if it moves. Marching fire: A team using marching fire can fire at ROF 2 when it moves, but at a penalty of +1 to the score to hit the target.



Transport Name



Points



Mobility Front



Trucks Jeep 5 Jeep AA HMG: Add an AA HMG to any jeep for +10 points.
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